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Introduction.

Let K be a />-adicfield,i.e., a finitealgebraic extention of Qp, where p

is a rational prime number. We denote by OK the maximal compact subring

of K, by 7tOk the ideal of nonunits of OK and put q=#(0K/x0K). We denote

by I ＼k the absolute value on K normalized as ＼tc＼k=^~1-We normalize the

Haar measure dX=＼dx1A---Adxn＼K on Kn by vol(0£)=＼ , dZ=l.

We denote by OK[_xu ■■■, xn~]the polynomial ring of n variables over OK.

For a polynomial f(X)=f(xu ■■■,i'JeO^[ii, ･･･, xn＼ J.Igusa proved that the

intpcrrni

z'{sHoi ＼f(X)＼UX (sgC)

is a rational function of t―q s(see [1-4][1-5]), and we call it the Igusa local

zeta function (abbrev. I. L. zeta, in this paper) attached to f(X) after J.P.

Serre. When the polynomial f(X) is a relative invariant of an irreducible

prehomogeneous vector space, it has interesting properties, and it is explicitly

calculated for some regular prehomogeneous vector spaces (see [1-3]).

We abbreviate "a prehomogeneous vector space" as a P. V. (see [S-K]). In

this paper, we shall consider the nonregular case. M. Sato and T. Kimura

proved the following proposition ([S-K], §4, Proposition 18).

Proposition. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the relative in-

variants f(X) of P―{GxGLn, pRAu V(m)0V(n))(m>n^l) and the relative

invariants /%＼*) of P*=(GxGLm_n, p*<g>Au F(m)*RF(m―w)). Moreover, there

exists a positiveinteger d for each f(X) such that &egf{X) ―nd and degf*(X*)=

{m ―n)d. If f{X) isirreducible,then f*{X*) is also irreducible. Here, /)* denotes

the contragredient representation of p on the dual space V*(m) of V(m).

Here. P and P* are called the castlinertransforms of each other. All non-
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regular irreducible P. V.'s with relative invariants are obtained from (GLXX

Sp2nXSO3, nR-Ai<S)A1, V(6n)) by a finitenumber of castling transformations.

Moreover, J. Igusa proved the following formula (see [1-2]):

(1) Z*As)/Zf(s)=lJn<jsm_n(j)/(l-q-Hd) for n<m-n,

where Zf(s) (resp. Z*f.(s))is the I.L. zeta attached to f(X) (resp. f*(X*)) and

we put (j)=(l―q~}) for /eZ. Therefore, it is enough to consider the I.L. zeta

associated with the nonregular irreducible P. V. (GLiXSp2nxSOs, D^iR^i,

V(6n)), i.e., we shall consider the explicit form of the I.L. zeta ZP(s) attached

to the quartic invariant P{X) of our P. V. and check some conjectures on the

I. L. zeta's.

§1 Computation of ZP(s).

We shall review an integration formula given in [K] for the I.L. zeta

Zf(s) attached to a polynomial f(X)(EOK[xu ■･■, xn~].

Proposition 1.1. (Integratson formula, [K]). For l^m^n, put

Dt={(xu ■■■, Xi-U It, xi+1,■･■, xm)^O%＼(xt, ■■■, Xi.J^TtO^1},

then we have

(2) Zf(s)=Z?J /(/fXi, ■", AfXi-i, Ai, AiXi +i, ･", AiXm, Xm +l! '"> Xn)＼ K

＼/tr~1dx1A---Adxi.1AdXiAdxi+-iA---AdxmA---Adxn＼K

Lemma 1.2. For positiveintegers d and m, we have

＼

oK
＼X＼dKt+m-1dX={l)/Q.-qmtd)

This lemma is well-known and easily proved. When the polynomial f(X)

is homogeneous of degree d with respect to the m variables xx, ■･･, xm, then

the integration formula (2) can be expressed as follows:

(3) Zf(s)=l(l)/(X-q-mtdrE:%.1q-li-1>ZfM),

where we put

Zf,i(s)=＼ n Ifinxi, ･･･,7TXj_i,1, xi+u ･･･, xm, ■■■, xn)＼sKdX.
JOK

We identify the representation space V(6n) of our P. V. with the totality

of 2nX3 matrices M(2n, 3). Then the action p = UR^iR^-i is given by p(g)X

=aAXlB with g=(a, A, B)^GL1xSp2nxSO3 and X^M(2n, 3).

For IeM(2n, 3), put
/ 0 ln ＼

P(Z)=(-l/2);r{(JA7^)2} with / =
＼ -U 0 /
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This quartic form P(X) is a relative invariant of our P. V. In fact, we have

P{p{g)X)={-l/2)tr{[!{aAXtB)J{aAXlB)J}

=(-l/2)tr{[a2BtX(tAJA)XB-i)Y}

= (-l/2)tr}[a2B(tXJX)B-1)Y＼

=a

4P(Z) for g=(a, A, B)(EGL1xSp2nxSOs

Any relativeinvariant is of the form cP(X)m with some integer m and nonzero

M(2n, 3), we have

(4) P(X)=-2izi<j**lIX=id(k ; i, j)Y,

J with x=(Xij) and y=(yi3) in

where we put d(k; i, j)=det(Xki
yki).

Now we apply the integration formula (3) to our local zeta function ZP(s)

with respect to the 3n variables x―{xt]). Then we obtain

(5) ZP(s)=[(l)/(l-^3re/2)]SiSiSre,;=i,2,3g-[3Ci-1)+^1]^≪,,-)(s).

we introduce the notations x^,^, Xa,D an<^ y<.p for l^z'^Sn, /=1, 2, 3, as follows:

x≪,_,-)is an nX3 matrix of the form xCii^=(x1> x2, xs) with xh ―＼Tzxlk, ･･･,

rc*i-i.*, ?**, ^i+i.ft,･･･, Xnk) where ^iftis 7rxife(resp. 1, xik) when l^^</(resp.

ife=y, ;<&^3).

Xu.j-> is an nX3 matrix of the same as Xu.j) except the j-th column vector

i
which is £(0,･･･, 1, ■■■, 0), and yu-)=(yrs) with yrj=R for all r. Then, with

these notations, we mav exoress

(6) ZPa.ds)=＼
n6n＼P(xCi,j,＼yw)＼°KdX.JOK

Lemma 1.3. In the right hand side of (6), we can replace P{x^itj^＼y) by a

simpler polynomial P{x^tj-)＼yw) in a smaller number of variables, i.e., we have

ZpCi.,-)(s)=f
in＼P(x≪.≫＼yw)＼*KdX.

J0K

Proof. We put

I A, 0 ＼

A^^=＼ eM(2n),

＼ 0 M71 /

where A1 = (a1, ■■･, aif ■■■, an) with ak = ＼0, ･･･ , 1, ･･･ , 0) for k^i, and at =

＼ 1ZX＼j, " ' . 7TX i_ 1 7,I, X i +1.7, ■"', X7> j).
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Then this 2nX2n matrix A^'D is an element of Spzn. We definea map

<p from O6k to itself by <p(X)=A(-i-j:>X,then the map<p gives a measure-preserv-

ing analytic homeomorphism of O6/ to itself, and (pix^j^y) is of the form

(xa,j->＼y)-Since the relative invariant P(X) is invariant under the action of

Sp2n, we have

Similarly, we have

＼
-671

JOK

Zp(ij)(s)―
＼
JP(x≪j,＼y)＼sKdX.

J0K

＼P(x<ij)＼y)＼sKdX=

by the action of Aci-j:i=

bk^io, - , -ykj, ･･･,0)

＼ ,n＼P(x≪.≫＼yw)＼'KdX

J0K

( ln ° )(ESp2n,
where A^{bx, ■■■, bif ■■■, bn) with

for k^i, and &*='(―y^, ･■･, ―Ja, ■･･, ―?≫>)･

Q. E. D.

Now we shall consider the partial integral ZPa,^(s). Applying the integra-

tion formula (3) to ZPCij^(s) with respect to the 2n variables ynZ, yns, yn-＼,z,

yn-i,z, ■･･, yi2, yu in this order, we have

(7) Zi,(iil)(s)=[(l)/(l-g-2Bf2)]S?=19-2CB-*)[ZpCt.1)(s)c*.2)+?"1Zpci,n(s)c*.8)].

In the right hand of (7), we put

where we put

and

Zpci.i>(s)<≫.≫>=(JAk,h(y)+Bk,h(x, y)'＼'KdX,
J0K

Ak,h(y)

-■=yitJryi＼{i<k^n)

=l+yit(k=i, h=2), l+7z2yii(k=i, h=3)

= 7T2yil+n2ytia<k<i, h=2, 3)

Bk,h{x, 30=jt2W/; 2, 3)+St=^(/; 2, 3)

+ d(k; 2,3)h + 7t^f=k+1d(l; 2,3) (j<k^n, h=2, 3)

5*.ftU, 3')=JrS?=id(/; 2,3)

+ d(k; 2, 3)ft+ 7rSf=*+irf(/; 2, 3) (k=i

Bk,h(x, y)=K^ka＼d(l; 2, 3)+7id(k; 2, 3)h+7r^nh=id

Here we define

>

(

h

h

2,3)

2
3) {l<k<i)
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d(k; 2, 3)8=det(

Now we put

Zx(s)=

Z2(s)

X kz

X k3

w

u

1

.

)
and d(Jz; 2, 3)8=

＼x2+yz+z2＼sK＼dxAdyAdy＼K

＼l+x2 + y*＼'K＼dxAdy＼K

xk2 xyk2

X kz
1

and

Z8(s)=f
2
＼l+x2+7t2y2＼sK＼dxAdy＼K.

Then, by a suitable change of variables, we have

^･≪.o(s)c*.≫=Z1(s) (i+l^k^n, 1=2, 3),

■2i3Ci,l)(S)ci,2)=:-^2(s),-2pCt,l)(S)ci,3)―Z3(s),

and

^(i.i)(s)c*,≫=f2Z1(s) (1.<^^'-1, 1=2, 3).

For example, we put

Xks=BK(y)= ―xks+― , for /+l^^^n,

then we have

=^i(s).

Therefore, we have, from the formula (7),

(8) Zp≪.1,(s)=C(l)/(l-^-"≫f)]X[i4.^1(s)+9-≪≪'--'>(Z1(s)+^-%(s))]

where we put

A=[(2n-2f)+(2f-2)^-2s-2cra-i+1)]/(l).

Similarly, we have

(9) ZPCi,2,(s)=ia)/a-g-2nf)lXlA-Z1(s)+q-^-i＼Z2(snq-1^.

(10) Zpci.,J(s)=[(l)/(l-9-f^8)]X[X.Z1(s)+^≫-≪(Z,(s)+9-1)].

Therefore, by the formulas (5),(8),(9) and (10), we have

(11) ZpCs)=[(1)"/(1-?-W-?"811*1)]X

[JB.Z1(s)+?-2£n-1J.C.(Z2(s)+9-1Zs(s)+9-2)],

where we put

)

117
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and C=(l+^-1)(n)/(l).

Lemma 1.4. We have the following formlas.

(a) z1(s)=a)a-q-st)/a-q-lt)a-q-*tt).

(b) Z2(s)+q-lZls)+q-*={l-q-H)/(l-q-H).

Proof, (a) This is a classicalresult, (b) Applying the integration formula

(3) to Zi(s) with respect to all variables x, y and z, we have

Z1(S)=[(l)/(l-?-3f)]X[Z2(S)+^-%(s)+^2].

Q. E. D.

Combining the formula (11) with Lemma 1.4., we obtain the following

theorem.

Theorem. Let ZP(s) be the I. L. zeta associatedwith the {reduced) nonregular

irreducible P. V.

(GL1xSp2nxSOa, DRA10A1> V(6n)),

then we have

ZP(s)=＼{l)(l-q-H)/(X-q-H){l-q-*f)-]X{2n)/0-q-zf).

§2. Some Remarks on ZP(s).

We shall give some remarks on ZP{s).

A. A factor (＼)Q.-q-*f)/(＼-q-H)O―q-H*) of ZP(s) is the I. L. zeta Z1(s)

associated with (GL.xSOs, URAU 7(3)).

B. The I. L. zeta Zf(s) can be defined for any p-adic fieldK, and the I. L.

zeta Zf(s) depends on the choice of the p-adic fields K. If there exists a

rational function Zf(u, v)^Q(u, v) satisfying

Zf(s)=Zf(g-＼ q~s),

which is independent of the choice of the #-adic fields K, then we callit "the

universal /j-adic zeta function" for the polynomial f(X) (see [1-1]). J. Igusa

proved that the universal p-adic zeta function Zf(u, v) for the relativeinvariant

f(X) of some irreducible P. V.'s satisfiesthe functional equation:

Zf(u-＼ y"1)=yd^/Z/(w,y).
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In [1-1], J. Igusa also conjectured that if the universal p-adic zeta function

Zf(u, v) exists for a homogeneous polynomial f(X) with coefficients in a number

field, then Zf(u, v) satisfies the above functional equation.

Our calculation of ZP(s) shows that Igusa's conjecture holds for the nonre-

gular irreducible case. In fact, if we put

ZP(U, y)=[(l-M)(l-MW(l-w)(l-uV)]X[(l-MW)/(l-M2V)],

then this rational function Zf(u, v) is the universal p-ad＼c zeta function for

P{X), and satisfies the functional equation:

ZP(u-＼ v-^v'ZAu, v).

C. T. Kimura, F. Sato and X. Zhu have proved that any real poles of

the I. L. zeta associated with an irreducible reduced regular P. V. is a special

root of the ^-function b(s) (see [K-S-Z], §2, Main theorem 2.1.). In the non-

regular case, the /^-function (in the sense of the Bernstein polynomial) associated

with (GL1xSp2nxSOs, D<S>AiRAu V{<6n)) is

6(s)=(s + lXs+3/2)(s+2≪/2)(s+(2n + l)/2).

Therefore, all poles {1, 3/2, 2n/2} of ZP{s) are roots of the ^-function b(s).
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